
 
 

 

               Aicare worldwide, Co., Ltd. 
Make big progress of two patented products niche market! 

 
Founded back in 1994, Aicare is a knowledge-oriented company, dedicating to meet 

innovative ideas challenges and integrate these ideas into the most valuable and superb 

products. 
 

 
 

Patented TPU-SEAL waterproof zipper 

Catch lightweight fashion trend, and favored by brands by cost-effective product 

Benefiting from the recovery of market demand, the patented TPU-SEAL waterproof zipper 

seizes the current lightweight demands of the outdoor sports goods market, and replaces the 

existing traditional film water-repellent zipper with strength such like light water pressure, 

environmental protection, high texture, fashion and favorable price; being the new favorite of 

outdoor waterproof sports goods. 

 

Moreover, TPU waterproof layer can simplify welding process and lower the cost; this special 

item can upgrade the garment to a craft level which garment industry can’t reach originally. 

The following items and their applications will be exhibited: 

     

 
 

 
 
 

Patented non-adhesive self-sticky fabric 

The best carrier upgrading original products effortlessly 

Beyond the limitations of traditional textile fasteners, the two highlights of the patented 

non-adhesive self-sticky fabric are its delicate hand feel and high shear strength;  

in recent years, due to the success of R &D and market development, the demand has 

exploded since 2021, and it has gradually become a new material of protective gear and 
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accessories, and being the best carrier to reflect the performance of various existing textile 

materials and improve user comfort. 

 

This fabric is made of regular synthetic fibers like the size of cotton’s to perform the sticky 

function as HOOK & LOOP fastener does. Full range of sticky fabric items performing very 

strong sticky power with soft hand feel, applying widely in daily life, medical, outdoor, sport, 

baby accessories and military field. 

 

The following items and their applications will be exhibited: 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Performing very strong sticky power 
with soft hand feel 

Applying widely used in various fields 
such as daily life 


